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It continued spreading under his son Malamir,1 but as yet
to no great extent. Malamir's reign was, rather, remarkable
for the development of Bulgaria as a Slav power. It is
probably about this time that the Bulgars adopted the
Slavonic language; Bulgar names henceforward have a
Slavonic form. This slavization was undoubtedly helped by
the Bulgarian expansion into Macedonia. Soon after the
year 846 (when Omortag's Thirty Years Peace ended) the
Bulgarians annexed Philippopolis and steadily moved south-
westward till by the end of Malamir's reign the hinterland of
Macedonia, hitherto occupied by unruly Slavs, had been
given order under the Bulgarian Government. But the
Bulgarians could not prevent a small Serbian State from
being founded in the Bosnian hills.
The accession of many more Slavs gave the Bulgar Khan
fresh support against the Bulgar aristocracy. But the coping-
stone was needed to complete the building of autocracy.
Christianity in the early Middle Ages was the great ally of
monarchy. The monarch was the Lord's Anointed, his
authority sanctified by Heaven. Malamir's successor Boris
saw its value, and he saw that Christianity need not neces-
sarily mean Byzantine influence. But before he could decide
on his plans his hand and the hand of the Emperor at
Constantinople were forced by a new situation in European
politics.
Charlemagne's destruction of the Avars, that movement
which had resulted in the growth of a Greater Bulgaria, had
also let loose the Slavs of the Middle Danube. A few decades
later the Carolingian conquerors themselves were defeated
by the nation of the Moravians, whose King Rostislav,
originally a client of the Germans, had by 8 50 established
himself as overlord over roughly the districts that now
comprise Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, Thus the
central European situation was very simple. Between the
Western Empire of the Carolingians and the Byzantine
there were two strong powers, Moravia and Bulgaria.
1 Professor Zlatarski believes that Malamir reigned from 831 to 836 and was
succeeded by Presiam who reigned from 836 to 852. Bury maintained that Presiam
was Omortag's successor and took the name of Malamir during the slavization of
the country. There are disadvantages in both views, particularly the former; and
I am inclined to doubt the existence of any Khan called Presiam.

